
TechEasy Broiler Cage System

-more tech, more output-



Dimension

/Unit (Mm)
Tier/Set Cells per set Birds Per Cell Birds Per Set Raising Period

1600*620*420 3 12 8 96 Day 1-55

1600*620*420 3 12 9 108 Day 1-45

1600*620*420 3 12 10 120 Day 1-35

TechEasy broiler cage is made of hot galvanized material, with a service life of up to 20 years.

The design of the three-tier cage improves the land utilization rate and is conducive to the management of the

body weight of the broilers.



Both cage meshes are hot galvanized wire mesh

or Galfan mesh, which determines that the high

corrosion resistance and long service life.

The surface of the cage mesh is smooth, avoiding

the sharp edges and sharp points to stab the

chickens, ensuring the health of the chickens.

Bottom mesh is densely welded, provide more

space for broilers

Horizontal sliding door design, easy to open

and close, convenient for management and

epidemic prevention.

Place small feeders and drinkers in the first two weeks to make

it easier for the chicks to eat and drink.

Place a plastic bottom mesh in the first two weeks to make it

easier for the chicks to stand.

Welded cage, stable structure, convenient installation.

Disassembled cage stand has no welding design, convenient for transportation and saves transportation

costs.



The feed silo is made of hot galvanized sheet to

ensure that it is not easy to corrode outdoors.

The augers are made in Technical System with

125mm outer tube, which can deliver 4.5 tons feed

per hour.

Easy feeding cart maintenance: open design,

visual management of the internal storage,

convenient for cleaning and maintenance.

Easy feeding management: the electric

control box controls the entire feeding

system, and one person can realize the

feeding of the entire chicken house.

The height of the trough is easy to adjust: The

height of the trough of the TechEasy broiler

cage can be adjusted at will to ensure that

chicks of different ages can eat normally.



Easy drinking water management: is equipped

with imported medicine pumps and filter,

which can provide healthy water source for

breeding.

The position of the drinking spout is scientific,

with 360 ° water output, making it easy for

chickens to drink.

The height of the water line is easy to adjust to

meet the drinking water needs of chickens of

different ages.

The automatic scraper manure removal machine is

made of hot galvanized material, good anti-corrosion

performance and low cost.

The machines in each row can operate independently,

making it easier to remove chicken manure in any

row.

The manure removal host is designed with

guide wheels to run smoothly and with low

noise, remove 90%—98% of chicken manure,

and ensure clean air in the chicken house.
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